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in the Union. , . . Mr, Maddisoa is about 37 years of age, a
Gentleman of great modesty,—with a remarkable sweet temper,
He is easy and unreserved among his acquaintance, and has a
most agreeable style of conversation/"
To Pierce, consciously Southern and a gentleman, Roger Sher-
man of Connecticut was "the oddest shaped character I ever
remember to have met with. He is awkward, un-mcaning, and
unaccountably strange In his manner. But in his train of thinking
there is something regular, deep and comprehensive; yet the
oddity of his address, the vulgarisms that accompany his public
speaking, and that strange New England cant which runs
through his public as well as his private speaking make every-
thing that is connected with him gross and laughable;—and yet
he deserves infinite praise,—no Man has a better Heart nor a
clearer Head, If he cannot embellish he can furnish thoughts
that are wise and useful. He is an able politician, and extremely
artful in accomplishing any particular object;—it is remarked
that he seldom fails,"
Pierce's Sherman sounds like a country Puritan in a eon-
temporary comedy; a shoemaker who has risen from his last but
whose useful muscles have never learned to be graceful; a shrewd
politician whose tongue may at any minute us© pious words in
his discourse, in a Yankee accent; yet a man, if you can see
past his rough surfaces, of virtue and judgment. There was in
him none of the easy charm which made Pierce forget that
Franklin too had sprung from a Puritan stock much like Sher-
man's. The provincial politician and the cosmopolitan philosopher,
the two oldest men in the Convention^ were both Yankees of an
earlier day, still wise and bold among the strong young men of
this.
Pierce admired the "clear and copious understanding* of
Mason of Virginia, and the legal and political knowledge*" of
Wilson of Pennsylvania. "Government seems to have been his
peculiar Study, all this political institutions of the World he
knows in detail, and cai* frace the causes and effects of every
revolution from the earliest stages of the Grecian commonwealth
down to the present time," But for Pierce the dramatic hero (or,
rather, the leading man; in the action on the stage of Inde-
pendence Hall was Gouverneur Morris.
"Mr. Gouverneur Morris/' Pierce noted, *i$ one of those

